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Abstract
By placing a transparent conductive ITO layer atop a display
driver thin-film transistor (TFT), a dual-gate photosensitive
TFT is formed to integrate a fingerprint sensing function in a
display pixel. An analytical model is proposed to elaborate its
working principles in achieving both fingerprint imaging and
display driving functions.
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1. Introduction
Current fingerprint-enabled smartphones unanimously rely on a
separate sensor to perform fingerprint identification (ID).
However, such a conventional design only provides static
identification and limited authentication. For instance, today’s
smart phones cannot continuously monitor user’s ID over time
of usage. In other words, current fingerprint ID solutions are
incapable of offering dynamic biometrics with improved
security measure. The separate sensor design also incurs higher
material and manufacturing cost. As the demand for a thinner,
lighter, and more secure handset grows, mobile makers have
been dedicated to integrating an image sensor in the display
panel to capture fingerprint images. However, all integrative
designs proposed to date still encompass a separate imaging
sensor in the display pixel and therefore lead to reduced display
brightness, aperture ratio, and spatial resolution in addition to
increased cost of manufacture and process complexity. We aim
to design an amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) dual-gate photosensitive
TFT working in either fingerprint imaging mode or display
driving mode. By adopting the dual-gate TFT, we expect that the
driver TFT in an active-matrix liquid crystal display (AMLCD)
can have additional photo-sensing function enabling a highresolution, high-fidelity, and dynamic fingerprint sensor.
This paper proposes a novel concept of a photosensitive device
embedded in the display pixel and detects the reflected light
from the finger touch. Our approach differs from the existing
optical imaging-based technologies in that it transforms the
display driver TFT into a dual-gate photosensitive TFT instead
of placing a separate imaging sensor unit in the display pixel [1].
This unique design not only greatly preserves aperture ratio and
maintain spatial resolution, but also enables an active pixel
sensor to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for imaging the
fine details of a fingerprint by harnessing the amplification

effect of a TFT. Analytical modeling and numerical simulation
will be conducted to verify the device design and finally a
single-pixel device will be fabricated and characterized to prove
the device concept with consideration of process viability.

2. Design and Modeling
The device we hereby propose is only composed of a single
dual-gate photosensitive TFT (Fig. 1), which allows for the
construction of a completely in-pixel dual-mode device for both
display driving and fingerprint imaging. The dual-gate
photosensitive TFT consists of four terminals: Photo G, S, D,
and Dark G), two gate dielectric layers, and an active amorphous
a-Si:H layer. It can be regarded as a device with two back-toback TFTs.

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional structure of an a-Si:H dual-gate
photosensitive TFT
In AMLCD, backlight travels across the liquid crystal (LC) and
reaches the surface of the screen. When a finger touches the
screen, the sensor collects the photons reflected from the finger
and immediately captures its fingerprint as illustrated in Fig. 2
(a). In the corresponding pixel circuit diagram shown in Fig. 2
(b), the top TFT is manipulated by three terminals: Reset, Data,
and Bias while the bottom TFT acts as a switch controlled by the
Select. In the display-driving mode, the bottom TFT is turned on
by the Select, the Bias, and the Data terminals. The top TFT
instead is biased positively by the COM terminal and functions
as a storage capacitor in parallel with the LC self capacitor. In
the fingerprint-imaging mode, the light reflected from the finger
passes through the Photo G (e.g. ITO) and gets absorbed in the
a-Si:H layer where the electron-hole pairs are generated and
stored temporarily in the top TFT capacitor. When the Select,
Data, Reset, and Bias terminals are biased properly, the photogenerated charges are transferred to the external charge
amplifier. To reduce power consumption, fingerprint images
will be only captured when the fingers touch the screen and the
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o fingerprint-im
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hrough a touch-innitiated switch connected
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wheree W and L are thhe channel widthh and length resppectively, Ci
is thee bottom TFT capacitance, μFE denotes the field-effect
mobillity of the bottom
m TFT, VGS,VT and VDS are the gate-source
voltagge, threshold voltage andd drain-sourcee voltage,
respe ctively. In the ssaturation regionn, IDS is a functiion of (VGSVT):
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Thesee TFT characterristics can be sim
mply regarded aas a function
of VT in the subthreshhold, linear and saturation regions. As such,
an annalytical model ffor VT would bee used to describbe its photosensinng behavior. Tyypically, the threshold voltage of the dualgate T
TFTs follows a llinear function w
with the top gate bias (VPG):

VT VT 0

(aa)

F
Fig. 2 (a) Scheematic diagram of LCD pixel with dual-gatee
pphotosensitive TFT as integrated fingerprint sensor; (b))
S
Simplified dual--mode pixel circuit diagram for fingerprintt
im
maging and disp
play driving
T
To design such a dual-gate ph
hotosensitive TF
FT to meet thee
requirements forr both display driving
d
and fingerprint imaging,
w
we need to devellop an analytical model for the proposed devicee
bby starting with the classical TF
FT transfer charaacteristics which
h
ccan be divided in
nto four regions: OFF, subthresh
hold, linear, and
d
ssaturation. In thee subthreshold reegion, the outpu
ut current, IDS, iss
ggiven by:
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V
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w
where S represeents the subthreeshold swing, q is the electron
n
ccharge, T is thee absolute temp
perature in Kelvin, VGS is thee
aapplied gate-source bias, k is th
he Boltzmann’s constant, VDS iss
thhe applied drain
n-source bias, an
nd t is the thick
kness of a-Si:H.
T
The output curreent in the linear region can be expressed
e
by thee
S
Square-Root Law
w as follows:
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wheree η0 is the internnal quantum efficciency, which reepresents the
numbber of electron-hhole pairs generaated per photon absorbed, I
is thee light intensity rreceived by the device, R is thee reflectance
loss oof the device, y is a relative distance of thee ray to the
bottom
m layer of a-Sii:H, λ is the waavelength, h is tthe Planck’s
consttant, c is the speed of light and α is the absorption
coeffi
ficient of a-Si:H.. By integrating the generation rrate over the
entiree a-Si:H layer, we can obtainn the total num
mber, n, of
electrron-hole pairs ass a function of aa-Si:H layer thicckness, light
intenssity, reflectance loss, and waveleength.

n

IDD0 is the output current at VGS=V
VT and for VDS≫KT/q,
≫
and η iss
related to S as:
q
qS
,
ln10
1 kT

(VPGG VPHOTO ) .

In ordder to determinee VPHOTO, we neeed to attain thee number of
photoo-generated charrges from the ellectron-hole pairr generation
rate:

(b
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wheree VT0 is the threeshold voltage of the bottom TF
FT at the top
gate bbias of 0V, and γ is the sensitivvity parameter inndicating the
depenndence of the toop gate bias on tthe threshold vooltage of the
bottom
m TFT. Upon liight exposure, tthe photo-generaated charges
in thee a-Si:H layer w
will migrate to the bottom TFT
T if the top
Photoo G is biased negatively. As a result, it seeems that a
“virtuual” negative gaate bias (VPHOTOO) is applied to tthe top gate
and aaccordingly causses the thresholdd voltage shift inn the bottom
TFT upon light expposure. Thus, thhe threshold volltage of the
bottom
m TFT in responnse to the light, VT , can be desccribed as:
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Subseequently, VPHOTTO can be obtaained using thee following
equattion:
VPhotoo

nq
Ctop

q 0 I (1
( R)
(1 e at ) ,
hcC
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(9)

wheree Ctop is the toop TFT gate caapacitance. By putting this
photoo-induced portionn to the existingg threshold modeel in Eq. (6),
we caan attain the anallytical model off the threshold vooltage of the
bottom
m TFT as follow
ws:
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A
Apparently, the key parameterss for a sensitivee device are thee
reflectance of th
he device, R, thee light intensity received by thee
ddevice, I, the top
p TFT capacitan
nce, Ctop, and thee thickness of a-S
Si:H, t. The senssitivity of the deevice essentially comes from thee
pphoto-induced th
hreshold voltage shift as shown below:
b
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Inn case that the device
d
is operated in the subthresshold region, thee
ratio between ph
hoto current and
d dark current corresponding
c
to
o
liight exposure will be:
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Fig. 3 Simulated IV curves of bottom
m TFT at differrent top gate
biasess.

If the device worrks in the linear region,
r
such a raatio will be:
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T
Thus, the outpu
ut current is am
mplified in both cases. In otherr
w
words, when operating in the subthreshold
s
and
d linear regions,
thhe dual-gate ph
hoto TFT will have an in-pixel amplification
n
ffactor (i.e. the raatio between pho
otocurrent and dark
d
current) and
d
itt can act as a sin
ngle-transistor acctive pixel senso
or. Operating thee
ddevice in the su
ubthreshold regiion is preferred because it willl
hhave larger amplification factor, hence higher SN
NR.

3
3. Results
T
To prove the lineear dependency of threshold volltage on the biass
oof top gate as in
ndicated in Eq. (5), we simulaated the current-vvoltage (IV or trransfer) characteeristics and the conduction
c
band
d
ddiagrams for thee structure show
wn in Fig. 1. Th
he a-Si:H activee
laayer thickness iss set at 50nm an
nd the channel width
w
and length
h
aare set to 250 m and 20 m, reespectively. Fig
g. 3 presents thee
ssimulated IV curves
c
of botto
om TFTs undeer various biass
cconditions for the
t
top gate. The
T
shift of IV
V curves is in
n
aaccordance with
h the increase of
o the threshold
d voltages. Thee
thhreshold voltag
ges of bottom TFTs were ex
xacted from thee
inntersection of the
t X axis and the extrapolated line from thee
liinear portion of
o each IV currve. The valuess exhibit linearr
ddependence with
h the top gate biases
b
as shown in the insert off
F
Fig. 3. Further simulation
s
on conduction
c
band
d diagrams from
m
toop gate towards bottom gate ind
dicates that cond
duction channelss
aat top and bottom
m gate/dielectricc interfaces are likely
l
formed ass
hhighlighted by the
t magenta cirrcles in Fig. 4. The threshold
d
vvoltage of the bo
ottom TFT is dettermined by the band bending att
thhese two interrfaces. At the positive top gate
g
biases, thee
cconduction band
d bends down at the top gate/dieelectric interfacee
aand electron accu
umulation occurrs leading to a sm
maller threshold
d
vvoltage (i.e. the device is easy to turn on). At th
he negative gatee
bbiases, the cond
duction band at this interface sh
hifts up causing
g
eelectron depletio
on. However, an internal electricc field is built in
n
ffavor of migraating photo-geenerated electro
ons to bottom
m
ggate/dielectric in
nterface. As a reesult, the thresh
hold voltage willl
bbe smaller as iff a “virtual” gate is applied in the presence off
liight.

Fig. 4 Simulated condduction band diaagrams of dual-ggate TFTs in
variouus top gate biasees along verticall direction. The bottom gate
is biaased at a constant
nt voltage of 5V.
In orrder to predict iits behaviors unnder light illum
mination, we
simullated the transffer characteristics with and w
without light
expossure (Fig. 5). Thhe blue dot and ssolid lines repressent transfer
charaacteristics at the top gate bias off 0V with and w
without light
illumi
mination. The reed dot and soolid lines are tthe transfer
charaacteristics at thee top gate bias of 2V. The phhoto-induced
threshhold voltage shifft is more obviouus at 0V than thhat at 2V. By
compparing dark andd photo IV cuurves, we founnd that the
photoocurrent increasses exponentiallly due to thee threshold
voltagge shift at the ttop gate bias of 0V. Hence, itt proves the
conceept of an active ppixel sensor. Thhis result also im
mplies that in
fingerrprint-imaging mode, the topp gate should be zero or
negattively biased to gain an exponeential increase inn the output
currennt as described in Eq. (12). In display mode, tthe top gate
must be positively biiased to make thhe device insensiitive to light
illumi
mination when driiving display.
To exxperimentally prrove the conceppt of active pixell sensor, we
fabriccated a dual-gatte photosensitivee TFT using a ttypical BCE
TFT process and performed an inittial test. The phhoto to dark
currennt ratio is as higgh as 104 in the ssubthreshold reggion (Fig. 6),
whichh is an evidennce that an exxponential increease in the
photoocurrent is likelyy the case.
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F
Fig. 5 Simulated
d transfer characcteristics of the bottom TFT att
VPG=0V and 2V with (red) and without
w
(blue) lig
ght illumination.

4
4. Conclusions
B
By incorporating
g light sensing
g function in an
a active-matrix
x
ddevice, a display
y pixel can act ass a fingerprint-im
maging sensor in
n
aaddition to a dissplay driver. A dual-gate
d
photossensitive TFT iss
pproposed to achieve the aforemeentioned function
ns. It also makess
leeast changes in
n conventional a-Si:H TFT prrocesses and iss
thherefore compaatible with TFT--LCD manufacturing. Although
h
thhere remain furrther works succh as device optimization and
d
eexperimental deemonstration off a pixel array
y, the dual-gatee
pphotosensitive TFT
T
is proven feasible to driv
ve active-matrix
x
ddisplay and imaage fingerprint without comprromising opticall
aaperture, resolutiion, thickness, an
nd manufacturin
ng cost.
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Fig. 6 Transfer chharacteristics off the fabricatedd dual-gate
photoosensitive TFTs with W/L ratioo of 250/20μm. T
The process
is coompatible with BCE TFT proccess in LCD m
manufacture.
Whitee light source wiith 3.8 Lux is ussed for testing.
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